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INVITATION / CALL FOR PAPERS
Dear colleagues,
We invite you to participate with scholarly articles at the

International Conference
THE ART OF EXILE
Between Identity And Transculturality
First Edition
November, 15th-16th, 2018
Constanţa, Faculty of Arts
The conference is proposing an approach to the theme of exile art and artists from all
fields, who left their country of birth, for a variety of reasons including discrimination, war or
genocide, by exploring exile not only as a mental or physical condition, but also as a catalyst
for their creativity.
The conference languages are: Romanian, English and French.
Once registered, the paper can be either presented live or submitted online.
16 October 2018 - the deadline for the submission of the completed application form;
01 November 2018 - the deadline for the submission of the works for the conference,
in the final format, in accordance with the template (only in English or French).
The participation fee at the conference is 50 € or the equivalent in Lei.
The publication that will contain the conference proceedings will be issued with ISSN
(print and online), in compliance with the International practices and will be indexed in the
International Data Base (IDB): CEEOL.
The email address for the corespondence and transmission of documents is:
ex.arte.ct@gmail.com

Transportation fees are not included in the conference fee. Accommodation can be
provided free of charge in student housing (for foreign participants).
ABSTRACT SUBMISSION DETAILS:
• One author (including co-authors) can submit a maximum of two proposals.
• The works sent by you as an author and/or co-author will enter the qualitative
evaluation process (peer-review); your proposal must respect the proposed theme and
the conference template.
• The template can be downloaded from the conference website.

